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Abstract: Claims are often made about behaviors being unique to humans; the evidence usually
shows they are not. Sign language studies on chimpanzees may provide a useful model for
comparative studies of suicide. A productive approach to comparative studies is to focus on
observable behaviors rather than getting lost in the pitfalls of vague definitions and changing
measures.
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Peña-Guzmán’s (2017) target article makes a philosophical argument against the claim that
suicide is unique to humans. Claims have been made for centuries about behaviors supposedly
unique to humans; they have usually failed to pass the test of evidence. In 1968, Goodall observed
chimpanzees making and using tools, a behavior that had been thought to occur only in humans.
We now know that chimpanzees and other nonhuman animals such as corvids are prolific tool
users (Clayton & Emery, 2005). Similar claims have been made about culture, language, and
intention; again, evidence has shown otherwise. The way sign language has been studied in
chimpanzees may provide a useful model for how to go about the comparative study of suicide.
At the outset, the phenomena of interest may be defined vaguely, narrowly, or broadly,
or researchers may not agree on a definition at all. Language has been defined as something
reserved for the vocal modality (Hockett, 1959), or bee communication has been taken to be a
language (von Frisch, 2014). Some definitions of culture are narrow, applying only to humans;
others are broad and allow cross-species comparisons (Boesch, 2003; Leland & Hoppit, 2003).
Arguments about definitions can prevent new discoveries from being made.
When nonhumans exhibit the same behaviors as humans, some researchers label it
differently, as Peña-Guzmán points out. The behaviors called “cultural’ in humans become “protocultural” in non-humans (Washburn, 1959). What is called language in humans becomes “protolanguage” or “ape language” (Savage-Rumbaugh, 1986) in other species. The labels for behaviors
in mental illness are an interesting example.
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Many behaviors recognized and treated as abnormal in humans have been observed in
nonhumans: pacing, jerking, phantom limb, self-biting, hitting, poking, eating feces, to name a
few (Birkett & Newton-Fisher, 2011). Yet these same abnormal behaviors were at first not
recognized as indicators of pathology in nonhumans. Then in the 50s and 60s, researchers
deliberately induced abnormal behavior in monkeys and chimpanzees. The famous deprivation
experiments (e.g., Harlow, 1958; Berkson, Mason, & Saxon, 1963; see Gilmer & McKinney, 2003,
for review) were designed to create nonhuman models of mental illness.
In 1986, the United States Animal Welfare Act required that we provide for the
psychological well-being of nonhuman primates. This led to discussion about what constitutes
psychological well-being, along with a resurgence in research on mental health in nonhumans,
particularly stereotypic and self-injurious behaviors. The motivation for the research at that point
was compliance with federal laws. Yet it is only in the last ten years that researchers are venturing
to use labels like anxiety, compulsive disorders (Ferdowsian et al., 2012), and post-traumatic
stress disorder (Bradshaw et al., 2008) with nonhuman species. This is a positive step in accepting
continuities between species.
Certain behaviors and traits are simply assumed to be all-or-none. Peña-Guzmán points
this out in the case of reflexivity. The same assumption has been made about language. But
consider the appearance of language in a human infant. Children do not wake up one morning
finding themselves able to speak in complete sentences with a sizable vocabulary. Both first- and
second-language learning is gradual and continuous rather than all-or-none:
“Truly discontinuous, all-or-none phenomena must be rare in nature. Historically, the
great discontinuities have turned out to be conceptual barriers rather than natural
phenomena. They have been passed by and abandoned rather than broken through in the
course of scientific progress.” (Gardner, Gardner, & Van Cantfort, 1989, p. xvii)

A productive approach to comparative studies is to focus on observable behaviors rather than apriori definitions. The successes of sign language studies with cross-fostered chimpanzees came
from treating them under comparable conditions and using the same measures of language
acquisition in infant chimpanzees as the ones used in human children (Gardner & Gardner, 1978;
Gardner, Scheel, & Shaw, 2011). The data compared included the first 50 signs, vocabulary size
and production, and the recombination and modulation of signs (Rimpau, Gardner, & Gardner,
1989). To test conversational competence in chimpanzees, later researchers used human
conversational competence measures such as responses to WH-questions (Gardner, Van Cantfort,
& Gardner, 1992), responses to misunderstanding (Jensvold & Gardner, 2000; Leitten, Jensvold,
Fouts, & Wallin, 2012), initiation of conversations (Bodamer & Gardner, 2002), and topic
maintenance (Chalcraft & Gardner, 2005).
Similar methods can be applied to suicide. What behaviors constitute suicide? Which of
these behaviors appear in humans? Which of them appear in nonhumans? Through clear
operational definitions of behaviors and an understanding of Darwinian principles, we can come
to understand what constitutes suicide and how it is manifested.
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